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By the end of 
this session, 
you will be able 
to:

• Define learning objectives.

• Identify elements of ABCD model.

• Write  learning objectives using 
ABCD model.

• Classify learners’ behaviours into 
cognitive ,psychomotor, and 
affective.

• Modify poorly-written objectives 
using ABCD model.



❖ Learning objectives are not goals.
❖ Goals are general and non specific .
❖ Goals can be used for a course or curriculum.

Goal or 
objective!



Characteristics of 
objectives

Specific Timed

Realistic Achievable

Measurable



compose

Define

compare

Use

The objectives must be observable (Measurable)

Write

Read



What are 
learning 
objectives?

Learning objectives are statements 
that describe what the learner will 
be able to do after completing the 
instructions (course unit, seminar, 
class, etc).

01

02
Learning objectives specify what 
learners will be able to do or 
perform, or to be considered 
competent. 



It is the foundation of good teaching and learning.

1. Guide your planning. 
2. Help in the selection and design of instructional 

content , suitable teaching techniques and  
evaluation methods.

3. Make it easier to design  assessment and 
evaluation method.

4. Ensure the development of valid and reliable 
assessment and evaluation method.  

5. Provide an effective and efficient tool for course 
planning.

Why do we need good learning objectives?
They create a road map for learning



Objective guide the evaluation tool that will measure the 
successful completion of an educational activity.

How do objectives 
function?



Who will do the objective? What will the learner do?

How will learning happen?

“C”
condition

“A”
Audience 

“B”
Behaviour

How much/well  information is required?

“D”
Degree

A B C D Model for writing objectives



The individuals for whom you are writing the objectives (students, 
readers, participants , trainees ,etc..)

Example:
At the end of the lesson , the students will be able to……..

Audience



- It is the action (verb) that describes what the (audience) will be able to do after your teaching

Example:
-Mention 5 words that start with the letter C .
-Write a paragraph of 3 sentences about yourself.

Behaviour



- Under which circumstances is the behaviour to be performed?
- For example: materials, resources, or tools needed during 

performance.

Example:
-Given a set of cards\a list of words,….
-working in groups,…individually,…
-After reading the passage,…….

Condition
Sometimes Condition  is not necessary



- The level of proficiency \ mastery required to indicate successful 
completion of objective .

- -It might be the speed \ time , accuracy , quantity or quality.
Example:
-Within 5 min , …
-With 90% accuracy , student ……..
-……..correctly \ with no error.
- 5 sentences

Degree Sometimes Degree is not 

necessary but always check to 

see if it is appropriate to add one.



- It is the action (verb) that describes what the (audience) will be able to do after your teaching.
- The behaviour can include demonstration of knowledge or skills in any of the domains of learning: cognitive 
, psychomotor, and affective domains .
Example:
-Mention 5 words that start with the letter C .                               - …should be able to write a report…..
-Write a paragraph of 3 sentences about yourself.                      - ...should be able to describe the steps…

Behaviour
Describe learner capability



Types of behaviours

Cognitive Psychomotor Affective
A cognitive objective addresses 
comprehension, application  or 
problem  solving, thinking and 
expressing one’s thoughts.

Enhancing physical and 
manual skills

Developing feelings and 
emotions







Sample

Given  a statement written in the past and present 
tense, the student will be able to re-write the 

sentence in future tense with no errors in tense or 
tense contradiction.

Audience: The student.
Behaviour: Will be able to re-write the sentence in 
the future tense.

Condition: given a student a text in the past.
Degree: With no errors.

A B C D Model for writing objectives



Correction

ABCDHow to improve it?

Student  will understand how to use the present simple 

tense.

Working in groups ,

students will give 

examples using the 

present simple 

tense correctly. 

Working in groups ,

Students

will give examples 

using present simple 

tense

correctly.

Task:



• Learn
• Understand
• Believe
• Enjoy
• Know
• Think
• realise

Objectives must be 
short and focused 

on a single outcome

The audience will 
generate at least 3 

sentences using the 
past simple tense as 

provided in the 
example

Avoid writing these verbs, 
when writing objectives:

Don’t combine more than 
one verb using and.

Objectives don’t have to 
be written in this order 

(ABCD)

Remember



Example no 1



Example no 2



Example no 3



Example no 4



Example no 5



Thank You
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